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• The Newsletter Returns
• A New Location!
• Upcoming Events
• A Look to the Future

Magic the Gathering

We have excellent MTG events
this month with big prizes for the
winners. Come check out our
Legacy tournament for a big store
credit payout, and our Modern
tournament for a chance to win a
Secret Lair: Ultimate Edition!

Christmas Miniature Contest

We have some excellent painters
around here, and we want to
show their work off. We will
be collecting photos of Christmas
themed miniatures and we’ll let
the public decide on the best
miniature! The winning artist will
receive a $50 A&H gift card.

Keep up to date!

Follow us on social media or join
our Discord to stay up to date
with what’s happening in the shop
and learn what’s going on in the
various hobby worlds.

facebook.com/AHgamesMonroe

discord.gg/nNZuhr5

instagram.com/ahgamesmonroe

Holiday Schedule

A&H Games - Monroe will be
closed on Thanksgiving, and we
will have altered hours on Black
Friday. (1:00-7:00)

The Newsletter Returns

When the shutdowns began in March, we temporarily discontinued our
newsletter because there was simply nothing newsworthy to report on our
side of things. Things are certainly not back to normal now, but we have
enough going on at both of our locations to begin writing up our newsletter
once again!

Many game stores across the country have closed their doors during all of
this. We have been incredibly fortunate, and we appreciate everything this
community has done to support us in these difficult times.

What Have We Been Up To?

Now that our doors our open, and restrictions have been lifted on our
playspace (though with limited capacity), we have been hosting a few more
events. Pokémon, Yu-Gi-Oh!, MTG, and Warhammer have all seen play over
the past few weeks. We’ve also hosted a couple of WizKids “Paint Night"
tutorials to help engage members of the community who are new to the
painting hobby, or are looking to improve their skills.

The big announcement for this newsletter is the move made by our Ruston
location! As many of you may know, A&H Games started in Ruston, LA as
“Alvar and Hurrik’s." The original name proved to be too difficult for many,
so we shortened to “A&H." The Ruston location has spent most of its time in
downtown Ruston. However, we’ve long outgrown the size of that location,
and we have expanded into a much larger location in the Graham Shopping
Center! (The shopping center with Office Depot, Little Caesar’s, etc.)

Located along I-20, the new location has a playspace that is larger than the
entire building we used to reside in. With this increased space, we look to
greatly increase what is offered in Ruston. Our two locations will now begin
to coordinate events together to better serve and host the various gaming
communities in North Louisiana.



Upcoming Events

Detailed info for each of the following events can be found on the event
calendar of our websites: monroe.a-h.games and ruston.a-h.games

Yu-Gi-Oh!

Yu-Gi-Oh! will be the first trading card
game of November to have a set release.
Following our Halloween prerelease, our
local players will bring some new cards to
the table from “Phantom Rage." Yu-Gi-Oh!
players will compete in two back-to-back
Friday tournaments to win OTS packs!

Magic the Gathering

Our Friday Night Magic Schedule is as follows:

• 11/06/20 Modern (Ruston)
• 11/13/20 Mystery Booster - Draft (Ruston)
• 11/20/20 Commander Legends - Draft (Monroe)

Since the playspace still has a limited capacity and November is a holiday
month, this one is going to be a bit different for MTG events. With a
different TCG (Yu-Gi-Oh!) having a product release on the 6th and altered
hours surrounding Thanksgiving, there wasn’t much room to play with here.
Additionally, our two locations will be cooperating more closely to not schedule
large events at the same time — Ruston’s Mystery Booster draft is one such
event. So, that leaves us with two FNMs being scheduled for Ruston and one
for Monroe. Monroe will alternate between Modern events and Commander
for Thursday nights.

Commander Legends - This will be WOTC’s newest set releasing in November.
Players draft three 20-card packs featuring two legends and one foil per pack.
Two cards are selected per pack to create a 60-card draft deck. The singleton
rule does not apply to Commander Legends draft games. But there are more
commons to create more variety. All other Commander rules apply including
commander damage, starting life total of 40, and color identity.

Legacy Tournament - We’re expecting big things for this tournament. All
entrance fees will go directly into a store credit prize pool. This will be an
incredibly competitive REL event.

Modern: Secret Lair Tournament - We’re offering a big prize for our modern
players at this event. This will be a competitive REL “winner-takes-all" event
with our tournament winner receiving a Secret Lair: Ultimate Edition which
contains the following cards: Marsh Flats, Scalding Tarn, Verdant Catacombs,
Arid Mesa, Misty Rainforest.

Monroe Events
1. 11/01/20

Miniature Contest Begins
2. 11/05/20

MTG: Modern Night
3. 11/06/20

Yu-Gi-Oh! Tournament
4. 11/07/20

Pokémon: Prerelease
5. 11/12/20

MTG: Commander Night
6. 11/13/20

Yu-Gi-Oh! Tournament
7. 11/14/20

MTG: Legacy Tournament
8. 11/19/20

MTG: Modern Night
9. 11/20/20

MTG: Commander
Legends - Draft

10. 11/21/20
Pokémon Tournament

11. 11/21/20
MTG: Modern Tournament
(Secret Lair: Ultimate
Edition)

12. 11/26/20
Thanksgiving - CLOSED

13. 11/27/20
Black Friday
- Altered Hours

14. 11/27/20
Miniature Contest
Submissions End

Ruston Events
1. 11/06/20

MTG: Modern FNM
2. 11/07/20

Dragon Ball Super:
Constructed Tournament

3. 11/13/20
MTG: Mystery Booster
- Draft (FNM)

4. 11/14/20
Pokémon Tournament

https://monroe.a-h.games/
https://ruston.a-h.games/


Pokémon

The hottest new set for Pokémon is “Vivid Voltage." The prerelease kits for this
set are already regularly selling for over $60 — $30 over the usual price for a
prerelease kit. Why? There’s a new Charizard card. COVID-19 has caused many
older cards from various TCGs to skyrocket in price. Pokémon has probably felt
this sudden surge in value more than any other. Base set cards that were $40
NM pre-COVID are now selling for $200 damaged. With nostalgia driving up
the price of these older sets, we may see an influx of new Pokémon
players.

Christmas Miniature Contest

Over the past year we have discovered that our local community has CRAZY talent when it comes to painting
miniatures. To show this off, we’re having a holiday painting contest. We’re looking for the best painted Christmas
miniature(s) in our area. The winner will receive a $50 A&H Games gift card, and their miniature will be displayed as
our Facebook banner photo for the month of December.

The winner will be decided by the public. Once we have received all submissions, we will share all photos as an album
on Facebook, and followers will vote for their favorite miniature using the “heart” reaction. We will not attach artist
names to the shared photos in an attempt encourage voting based exclusively on content.



Looking to the Future

With COVID-19 still greatly impacting supply chains, it’s hard to say when new items will actually arrive based on
announced release dates. However, we still have plenty of things to eagerly anticipate.

Digimon TCG

Riding in on the nostalgia train, Bandai hopes to bring in players to the newest Digimon TCG. (We say “newest" since
Digimon had a few attempts at card games with one dating back to 1997.) The first installment of this new game
releases in January, but Bandai is allowing a presale event on the precise date of “end of November 2020." Reduced
allocations have already been mentioned, so we are unsure of how much of this product we will receive, but it is
ordered!

Flesh and Blood

This New Zealand based card game has grown a lot since it was last mentioned in one of our newsletters. Boxes of the
first set of Flesh and Blood, “Welcome to Rathe," originally sold for around $90, but they are now difficult to find
under $600!

Initially, people were very concerned for the game since it was released shortly before global COVID-19 shutdowns.
However, now that TCGPlayer and Channel Fireball have picked up the product, people are beginning to believe it’s
here to stay. “Welcome to Rathe" and “Arcane Rising" will be reprinted soon in an unlimited print run.



MTG: Kaldheim

With many Magic: The Gathering players unhappy with the current standard meta, we’re hopeful that Vikings will be
an excellent addition to the game. The plane, Kaldheim, was first introduced in the 2009 Planechase format. Kaldheim
has a frigid climate and is home to Vikings, Giants, and much more.

Retro Gaming

We’ve been playing with the idea of having retro gaming tournaments and related
events at the shop for some time now. During the past few months, we went full
90’s retro and got a big CRT and a rolling cart to put it on!

Ideas that have been given so far include Mario Kart tournaments (N64), a week
long “Super Mario Bros." high score competition, and a Goldeneye shootout. If
you have any suggestions, we’d love to hear them!

Pokémon

We are still excited about the possibility of a Classic Pokémon Tournament with
only the first generation of cards allowed. ()Base Set, Jungle, Fossil, Base Set 2,
Team Rocket, Gym Heroes, Gym Challenge, and WOTC Black Star Promos 1-24)
We hope to host this tournament in December, but it’s still too early to say when
this will actually take place.



Contact Information:

Monroe

A&H Games - Monroe
2221 Louisville Ave.
Monroe, Louisiana 71201

Email

stetson@alvarandhurriks.com

Website

monroe.a-h.games

Ruston

A&H Games - Ruston
109 North Service Road E
Ruston, Louisiana 71270

Email

stetson@alvarandhurriks.com

Website

ruston.a-h.games

https://monroe.a-h.games/
https://ruston.a-h.games/

